Hear more to do more
7 decibels – That’s 60% louder than our competition!¹
Sophono offers more sound amplification (gain) than any other magnetic transcutaneous system!¹²
More gain means better hearing and doing the things you like to do without worrying about how well you can hear. What will YOU do with the freedom of the Sophono system?

Gentle on Skin⁴,⁵
- Lightweight design
- Minimized pressure on skin
- No skin-penetrating abutment

There are thousands of kids and teens in 55 countries wearing the Sophono system.

The Completely Invisible Implant⁴
Other magnetic BAHAs sit above the surface of the skull and can cause a visible bump. The Sophono implant has a low profile and can be implanted completely flat against the skull, hidden under your hair³.

The low-profile implant is less likely to have severe complications after trauma – far safer for a more active lifestyle⁶.

**Connect in class**  
**FM and Bluetooth**

Sophono supports FM and Bluetooth connectivity. Get front row seating wherever you are in the classroom. Listen to your iPod, phone or other electronic device directly - no wires or cables to get in the way.

**Make it Totally Yours!**

**Make Your Sophono Blend Right In**
- Choose your color
- Take a picture of your hair and get a Skinit™ to match

**OR**

**Express Yourself with Your Sophono!**
- Free Skinit™ stickers can be customized online
- Customize with a photo of your pet, your favorite team logo, a cool design or something WILD...

**There’s More Online**

Videos about how the system works, patient experiences and surgical techniques at [youtube.com/BoneConductionAids](https://youtube.com/BoneConductionAids)

Connect with Sophono users on [Facebook, YouTube and Google+ by using #sophono](https://www.facebook.com/sophono)

Visit our website for all of the above and technical specifications at [sophono.com](http://sophono.com)
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**Fast and simple surgery**

- Nobody likes surgery, but Sophono makes it as easy and as fast as possible.
- You can start to enjoy your processor four weeks after surgery.

Redeem your Skinit at: [skinit.com/sophono](http://skinit.com/sophono)